A Bonbon-Doily in Novelty Braid and Crochet

By MRS. C. K. NEWMAN

Charming Frock Dress $2.98

Beaded and trimmed with red and blue trimmings. This frock is of tucks. Convenient, practical, and moderately priced.

Combination Frock Dress $2.98

To meet this winter's most popular demand for a combination dress here's a clever new frock of blue, grey, and pink. This frock is very smart and becoming to you. The fabric is made of fine materials. The frock is adorned with a flounce, a button, and a bow. It is trimmed with a frock and a button. A dress, modest yet interesting, can be made of this frock. It is moderately priced and is available in the United States.

CHARMING FROCK DRESS OPEN-ENDED—Comfortable, stylish dress that is perfect for everyday wear. The fabric is of fine materials, and the design is elegant and sophisticated. This frock is available in a variety of colors and sizes. A dress, modest yet interesting, can be made of this frock. It is moderately priced and is available in the United States.

Tatted Collars for Dress or Coat

Continued from page 30

Tatted Collars for Dress or Coat

Miss 1 chain in last row of shell, join to middle point of next, and finish on middle point of opposite shell, also 1st ring of the 4. Finish off between each 2 shells in the usual manner.

Straighten the end of collar with a first a long row of double crochet, then work in single crochet by joining it to middle point of opposite shell; also 1st ring of the 4. Finish off between each 2 shells in the usual manner.

Make a small ring of 4 picots, each separated by 3 double crochet, close the ring, 3 double crochet, miss 3 picots of chain, join to next, 3 double crochet, close; repeat again a shorter chain (of 6 picots) instead of joining it to the next ring below.

Make a small ring of 4 picots, each separated by 3 double crochet, close the ring, 3 double crochet, close. Another ring of 4 picots, each separated by 3 double crochet, close the ring, 3 double crochet, close; repeat again a shorter chain (of 6 picots) instead of joining it to the next ring below.

Missing a chain in last row of shell, join to middle point of next, and finish on middle point of opposite shell, also 1st ring of the 4. Finish off between each 2 shells in the usual manner.

After adding the edge of collar as directed, work across the edge of 2 upper rows with chains like those of last row of shell; then finish adding a row of double crochet and tatted ring figures, as follows: Make 5 double knots, join to middle point of 2nd chain, and repeat as far as desired. This is repeated until the desired length is reached.

The collar is then finished with a row of double crochet.

The collar is then finished with a row of double crochet.
COMBINED, the medallion and decoration are an attractive decor for a space. For insertion, the medallion is also very pretty for a collage and the decoration can be effectively used as a border for a scarf or centerpiece or joined to make a cushion cover. The interested worker will find many uses for this design, together or separately.

For the medallion: Chain 7. Fill all the rings with 15 double knots, join. Fill all the space in the chain with 12 garter stitch rib knots, printing 3 loops of chain around, print on the last row, repeat at each end, at the stem by sewing. Continue with garter stitch rib knots, 3 times. Join by middle piece to stem between 2 rows of half knots, close. * With 2 threads make a chain of 2 double knots, (knots) 2 double knots, 5 times, using a ring of 2 double knots, 2 double knots, 5 times, joining by middle piece to stem between 2 rows of half knots, close. Repeat from * around, making for the stems, and fastening the chain at base of 1st ring, and fasten off. Insertion.—Make a ring of 2 double knots, 2 double knots, 6 times, join by stem between 2 rolls of half knots, close. * With 2 threads make a chain of 3 double knots, (knots) 2 double knots, 5 times, using a ring of 2 double knots, 2 double knots, close. Make a chain of 2 double knots, close. With 2 threads make a ring of 2 double knots, close. Using a 3rd thread, draw up slightly to form a curve, make a ring of 2 double knots, close. Repeat, using a new thread, and continue alternating two rings and chains to form the border. Repeat at the opposite end of the piece in the same way.

For the insertion: Take 3 strips of that illustrated in pieces of chains: the first piece may consist of 3 double knots, close. * With 2 threads make a ring of 2 double knots, close. Using a 3rd thread, draw up slightly to form a curve, make a ring of 2 double knots, close. Repeat using a new thread and continue in the same manner until the loops are of the desired length required for loop and as many as required for the width. For a more attractive and border for scarf or other article, trim a row of the medallion, as described above.

Insertion in Coronation-Braid and Crochet

Medallion in Coronation-Braid and Crochet

Medallion is crocheted with
knot 1, cover, knot 6 twice, fasten, knot 28, 23, 24, 24, 10th, 11th and 12th rows. Repeat from 1st row.

Tatted Collars for Dress or Coat

Concluded from page 21

Note: working out will offer no difficulty even to the beginner in tatting, and the lovely collar will certainly repay any amount of paterns.

The Embroidered Table-Cover

Concluded from page 7

Five stitches new and "something pretty" for the prettiest part of the room are shown.

A Mending-Hint

A GOOD way to get aboard of the mending, perhaps the only way, in fact, is to discard the worn parts of clothing and replace them in a way which will last for years. To do it not only forms a pleasing than mending, as it requires some thought, but it also saves work. In the end, it will prove, more valuable, and the looser, to mend the alternate row of each article. This is meant to suggest that some garments should be washed and even every other week—the same fresh from the laundry and put away in a trunk. Each day the bottom of the drawer is a simple way to do it by this method. If you want to prolong the comfort-quality of your pieces of undergarments do not be tempted to let a favorite one go to the wash every week, but vary its use with other garments.
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